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PART TWO – THE MESSAGE 

 
CHAPTER TEN 

 
MIND CONTROL – 

 
THE CONTROL OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

 
 
   HOUSE OF WORDS 

 
 
We labor without success to 
manage the insane mind – 
the center of all destruction 
marketed as logical – rationale – 
ethical – normal – sound. 
 
We spend countless hours 
trying to lasso our renegade 
thoughts and verbal assaults. 
How is the inflicted mind 
capable of managing the inflicted mind? 
 
Possibly through slight of hand 
or optical word illusion – 
a house of visionary mirrors 
profoundly distorting the world - 
consciousness - and packaging 
this mental phlegm as awakening. 
 
Turn to the many varieties of you  
and select the leader – 
until you tire of the charade 
and in desperation and final hope 
address the true sanity of silence – 
non-verbal – wordless – 
profoundly sincere. 
 
Turn off the dialog of non-sense 
and listen without words 
to the world speak. 
 

Poem 11.22.07 
  
Let’s have a little fun and a musical break before we delve into the mind  and the 

control of consciousness. As you probably have noticed I like to start each chapter 
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with a song that I feel exemplifies the message in some way and provides us some 

general direction, the more upbeat the better in my opinion. Focusing on the message 

regarding Mind Control – The Control Of Consciousness the topic of Chapter Ten and 

Chapter Eleven to follow, where we are focusing on the message I have received from 

God during my commutes to Washington DC on the train, I can envision a train car of 

morning commuters all up and dancing to Macy Gray’s - Beauty In The World - all 

shaking their booties as they chant “there is beauty in the world, pick your diamond 

pick your pearl, there is beauty in the world, all together now”. And yes Macy is right 

on target when she sings:  

 
Download 05 Beauty In the World 
 
 

I know your fed up 
Life don’t let up for us 
All they talk about is 
What is going down? 
What’s been messed up for us? 
When I look around I see blue skies 
I see butterflies for us 

 
 
 The “they” in the song to me signifies our own thoughts, our minds, our egos 

lost in the negative until we call upon our divine selves, our own souls and let 

ourselves become lost in the sound and the beauty of life and focus on our own mental 

pearls or diamonds - remembering God is giving us “beauty in the world”, so let’s all 

sing - all together now: 

 
Listen to the sound and lose it 
Its sweet music and dance with me 
There is beauty in the world 
So much beauty in the world 
Always beauty in the world 
So much beauty in the world 
 
Shake your booty boys and girls 
for the beauty in the world 
Pick your diamond pick your pearl 
there is beauty in the world 
All together now. 

 
       

MACY GRAY – EXCERPT OF BEAUTY IN THE WORLD LYRIC 
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Our ability to obtain Enlightenment – Heaven On Earth – living fully and authentically 

with joy, peace, love, and happiness as outlined in Chapter Nine hinges on the control 

of our personal consciousness by marshaling our thinking – positively reframing our 

thoughts and perspective of our physical and spiritual realities. As I have outlined 

below, each of “Finding” sections in Chapter Nine; Finding Joy, Finding Peace, Finding 

Love, and Finding Happiness – established in their summaries the significance of 

gaining control of our minds and consciousness with the aim of fostering a complete 

connection with God through our divine self. Let’s review what was said in the 

summaries of each section as key points below. 

 
FINDING JOY - Control of your mind and the reframing of your consciousness, 

especially managing your ego.  

 
FINDING PEACE - Control of Consciousness that allows you to turn your sights to 

your own divinity. The absence of mental conflict – the divine mind, the operational 

mind and the ego are in sync. 

 
FINDING LOVE - Harness your ego and work to overcome your feeling of 

separateness – search for similarities, commonality, and connect with the divinity 

within each person you meet seeing their potential and their possibility. 

 
FINDING HAPPINESS – Being spiritually connected with God and your divine self. 

 
        As outlined above, the key challenge to gaining control of our mind’s and 

reframing our consciousness; and as a result moving towards the lasting joy, peace, 

love, and happiness we all deserve, requires the on-going management, and in the 

end the full cooperation, of our egos. As we all know the management of our egos, 

although doable with the right techniques and strategy, is not a simple task. To be 

successful we will need to connect with God or Universal Consciousness through our 

divine selves. 
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CONSCIOUSNESS – LOCAL AND UNIVERSAL 
 

Let’s take a few moments to clarify the word “consciousness” which has been used in 

a number of contexts in the messages conveyed in Part Two and throughout the book. 

My trusty Webster’s New World College Dictionary offers an excellent definition for 

personal consciousness – “the totality of one’s thought, feelings and impressions - 

conscious mind." In the discussion below you will notice that both religious and 

scientific writers, researchers, and theorists use the terms “consciousness” and “mind” 

interchangeably.    

        The spirituality of enlightenment, as we have discussed, is all about 

consciousness - with the individual consciousness or mind connecting and interfacing 

with a universal consciousness or mind. The New Thought world has over the past two 

hundred years coined a variety of phrases in an attempt to label this universal 

consciousness; the best-known terms being Universal Mind, Divine Mind, Infinite Mind, 

Infinite Intelligence, Creative Mind, and God Consciousness. Let us turn to the writings 

of Dr. Ernest Holmes, founder of the Religious Science movement and a leading New 

Thought theorist who was introduced in Chapter Seven – New Thought Yesterday and 

Today for a metaphysical perspective of this Universal Mind or Consciousness. We will 

refer to the textbook of New Thought, Dr. Holmes’ - The Science Of Mind for the 

quotes below. 

 
There is a Universal Mind, Spirit, Intelligence that is the origin 

of everything. It is first cause. It is God. This Universal Life and 

Energy finds an outlet in and through all that is energized, 

and through everything that lives… "In Him we live, and move, 

and have our being.”(Acts 17:28) 
                                                       Science Of Mind, Page 35. 

 

Holmes goes onto say “the Universal Mind contains all knowledge…, the Universe is 

impersonal. It is no respecter of persons. It values each alike. Its nature is to impart, 

ours to receive." 

 The scientific community, urged on from the research of Quantum Physics and 

the realities of medical science have begun to address the possibility of a Universal or 
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Nonlocal Mind. Dr. Henry Margenau, distinguished Yale University Professor of 

Physics and Natural Philosophy - a molecular and nuclear physicist before his 

retirement when he turned his sights on natural science - uses the term Universal Mind 

in his scientific/spiritual work the Miracle of Existence written in 1984. This Universal 

Mind, proposes Margenau, includes “perhaps every entity in the world." He goes onto 

postulate the following: 
 
If my conclusions are correct, each individual is part of 

God or part of the Universal Mind. I use this phrase 

“part of” with hesitation, recalling its looseness and 

inapplicability even in recent physics. Perhaps a better 

way to put the matter is to say that each of us is the 

Universal Mind but inflicted with limitations that obscure 

all but a tiny fraction of its aspects and properties. 

        
  Larry Dossey, M.D. - a fellow of the Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture 

and former Chief of Staff of Medical City Dallas Hospital - author of Recovering The 

Soul – A Scientific and Spiritual Search has been a  leader in the effort to investigate 

consciousness for the use of health and healing from a joint scientific and religious 

viewpoint. In his book Recovering the Soul, Dossey outlines the extensive scientific 

research pointing to the existence of a “universal mind or consciousness” which he 

refers to as the “Nonlocal Mind” suggesting the following about Margenau’s use of the 

term Universal Mind: 

 
Margenau uses the term “Universal Mind” which is equivalent to 

our theme of the nonlocal mind. We have chosen the latter 

throughout the book because it may contain a neutrality that 

“Universal Mind” may lack, the latter having become freighted 

with many religious connotations through the years. 

 

I believe Dossey is reacting to the frequent use of the phrase “Universal Mind” by New 

Thought practitioners and pioneers as highlighted by the Ernest Holmes quote above, 

who have used the term to explain global or God consciousness. I will for the most 

part side with Margenau and New Thought and chose to use “Universal” when 
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describing this global consciousness or mind, but I will adopt Dorsey’s term for our 

individual or person mind – that is, “Local Mind."         

 You may be thinking, this all seems to be a matter of semantics and you would 

be correct, but common terms in the future will help both the scientific and religious 

communities find a common ground for exploring these concepts as they scale the 

same mountain from different slopes. Remember Emerson’s use of Plato’s concept of 

the “Over Soul” discussed in Chapter Seven – New Thought Yesterday and Today – 

here it is now reappearing and being actually addressed by both the scientific and 

spiritual world. It is truly an amazing time to be living. We will discuss the scientific and 

spiritual aspects of the Universal Mind or Consciousness in much more depth in 

upcoming chapters. But for now let’s explore what is happening in our own minds. 

 
 

THE LOCAL MIND 
 

So within each of us is a local mind or consciousness that is made up of our objective 

and subjective minds - vast and uncharted for the most part - and fully connected with 

the universal or nonlocal consciousness. It is in periods of prayer, meditation, and 

silence that we are most likely to connect with and tap into the wisdom of this infinite 

universal consciousness through our local consciousness. The universal and local are 

always connected and are constantly communicating through our thoughts, dreams, 

hunches, visions, and imaginings. Let’s use the following Meditation Guidance to 

describe this connection and, for that matter, the global connection of all “sentient life”, 

that is,  all life able to perceive and feel things. 

        Local consciousness, our personal mind - based on my guidance – is actually a 

subset or layer of universal consciousness, a part of the whole as outlined in the 

Meditation Guidance below titled Particle Of Total Consciousness which I transcribed 

on a late Monday morning commute over two years ago. I remember being intrigued 

by the notion that even a small particle of consciousness - a single cell of 

consciousness in the universal body is the total consciousness of God. 
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        PARTICLE OF TOTAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
 

Even a small particle of consciousness is the total 

consciousness of God – the I AM. You are this 

essential cell of God consciousness forming and 

manifesting the world into co-created life and creation. 
 
A single cell of consciousness in the universal body 

and form of God - moving forward with the will 

and destiny of a particle energy - mobilizing and 

energizing in harmony with this universal consciousness – 

this infinite consciousness – this infinite awareness 

we often call God, Source, Spirit, or Divine Mind. 

For on a universal level, all the cell particles of 

individual consciousness - from what we know as 

sentient life - formulate and mobilize the total 

consciousness – the I AM of all consciousness. 
 
Be aware of your essential nature – your connection 

and contribution to the whole and be aware of its 

significance. For a spiritually awakened you contributes 

to the full awakening of all intention throughout the 

universal consciousness. If you join with others 

who are still asleep within the illusion of separateness 

and disjointed life, you will slow the evolution of 

enlightenment – the movement towards full awareness  

of God as God. 
 
Ensure your consciousness is awake, ready, alive and 

ready to bring forth life, power, and growth to the 

universe of love and God. 
 

NOE 10.30.2009 9:45AM 

 

        This meditation guidance supports Henry Margenau’s quote above proposing that 

“each of us is the Universal Mind” and obviously frames the connection of our local 

mind with the universal or nonlocal mind. As I mentioned it also describes each of us 
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as a “cell of consciousness in the universal consciousness and form of God." I 

interpret this to mean all of the universal mind, God itself, exits within each cell of us 

and in all life. Instead of God existing in some Heaven in the sky this guidance 

suggests God is embedded in our actual cells. The logical assumption is that we are 

made of God, and any particle of us is all of God. 

  I really did not give this much more attention until I decided to include this 

guidance in this chapter yesterday. As I read it over I was captivated by the idea of 

oneness that has been a recurring theme of my meditations. But last night I truly had 

an epiphany of sorts reading this quote below from Dr. David Bohm, Associate of 

Einstein’s and one of the preeminent theoretical physicists of all time and former 

Professor of Theoretical Physics of The University of London. I quote from his book 

Wholeness And The Implicate Order. 

 
Ultimately, the entire universe (with all its “particles,” including 

those constituting human beings, their laboratories, observing 

equipment, etc.) has to be understood as a single individual 

whole, in which analysis and separately and independently 

existent parts have no fundamental status. 

 
        David Bohm goes on to theorize that each part of the universe contains all the 

information present in the entire universe itself. He proposes the universe is 

constructed the same way as the photographic hologram, which enables light reflected 

through any part of the hologram, down to the smallest element, to reveal the whole 

picture. In fact the term hologram means – the whole message. Bohm declares: 

 
Deep down the consciousness of mankind is one. This is a virtual 

certainty because even in a vacuum matter is one; and if we don’t 

see this it’s because we are blinding ourselves to it. 

 

Reading Bohm’s words last night gave me goose bumps as I realized that my 

guidance was leading me in the same direction as modern science, to the ultimate 

oneness of all life within God.  

 Understanding and enhancing this connection of local and nonlocal 

consciousness underscores the importance of building a pathway to God/ Universal 
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Mind thus expanding our capacity to fully co-create our lives with God, manifesting our 

heaven on earth. Framing this local mind in a positive manner – controlling our local 

consciousness - allows us to grow and evolve in a creative mode rather than a 

destructive mode. 

 New Thought addresses the need for us to lead our minds in a positive and 

productive manner through positive thought, affirmations, visioning, and constant 

diligence when thinking. William James described the New Thought movement in the 

1800’s as the “Mind Control Movement’’ with its focus and belief that our thinking 

creates our lives through the spiritual Laws of Attraction, Mind Action or Cause and 

Effect - marshaling and evolving the negative aspects of our consciousness, primarily 

the ego. This mind control concept is clearly expressed in the following Meditation 

Guidance. 

 
                  CONTROLLING THE MIND 
 
 
Enlightenment is discovered and emanates from a 

controlled mind – a mind reframed, redirected, and 

re-indoctrinated to cease interpreting reality as negative, 

problematic, and potentially dangerous. Instead – 

developing a mind that moves to clarity through 

non-interpretation – acceptance – purely allowing 

reality to be reflected but not critiqued. 
 
When the mind is controlled it is filled with positivity, 

the potential for good – abundance and growth. 

Break down the ego by breaking down the concept 

of separateness – distinctiveness – and move towards 

oneness. Buddha moved beyond the chatter 

and found peace. 

 

Work to fill your mind with themes of success – 

spiritual connectivity – hope, love and joy. 

Train your mind to only see a spiritual world guided 

by your divine self – your purposeful self. 

Divorce yourself from the consequences and live 
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within the joy of doing, living life now. 
 
Know and understand all enlightenment is in 

your head – in the control of your mind. 

 
NOE 12.22.10 9:50 AM 

 

        My focus in this chapter will be to frame and discuss the message I have received 

regarding this mind control – the control of “local” consciousness. I will also focus on 

what I feel is the only true psychology of positive consciousness - The Psychology Of 

Optimal Experience - often called “Flow” - introduced by Dr. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 

from his original work at the University of Chicago and outlined is his bestselling books 

on Flow. I would like to begin this discussion by introducing the Meditation Guidance I 

received during my commute in March of 2008, which explains the interaction of three 

key components of our local consciousness - the Operational Mind, the Spiritual Mind, 

and the Ego. 

 
 
        OPERATIONAL, SPIRITUAL, AND EGO MINDS 
 
  
Often we are caught in the grips of the Operational Mind – 

the mind of details, plans, programs, tasks, and responsibilities. 

The Operational Mind has a manager - the Ego – that directs 

and motivates with the lure of future happiness, peace, 

contentment, or pride. Or if the Ego’s work is not done, or 

done as directed, the punishment of pain, humiliation, 

shame, guilt, self-doubt, loss, and in the end even death. 
 
The Ego uses a perverse form of Operant Conditioning to 

reward and punish. Through the strength of fear the Ego 

works us into submission. Like lab rats in the Skinner Box 

we work for pellets of food and for water. We will dance our 

lives away for the rewards. Also like the lab rat we will 

stop all behavior when the electric shock is administered. 

The shock can come at any time and when it does we 

remember the pain, magnify it, and do all things possible 
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to avoid the pain in the future. 
 
Pleasure and pain, along with the associated fears linked to 

each, are the tools of the Ego operating on the Operational Mind. 

The Ego has learned and stored our schedule of positive and 

negative reinforcement and uses it with our Operational Mind 

to keep us on the right path – the path of Ego gratification 

and continued existence. 
 
Who or what is this Ego in our heads that we allow to control 

the show? Is it us – yes - but it is also our combined authority 

life forms – the parents, teachers, preachers, gods, or authorities 

we have experienced. It is this collective authoritative self that 

strives to be us and now expects us to behave and be a certain 

way. The Ego has expectations. 

 

The Spiritual Mind is the true consciousness of the connected 

Soul to Source. It is many times pushed to the side or neglected 

by our Ego and Operational minds - pushed away by fears 

of the Ego’s ability to punish. The Spiritual Mind is the “you” 

in a spiritual world seeking connection and an understanding 

of the madness generated by the universal Ego control. 

 

The Spiritual Mind is the observer - the real “I in I”. 

For many of us the Spiritual Mind has lost control of the Ego 

and the Operational Mind – hidden from most of us the 

Spiritual Mind is often forced to sit back and watch as our 

lives resemble runaway trains, speeding through the night, 

or trucks with no brakes – careening down the hill - towards 

an unpleasant end in self - destruction, disease, and depression. 
 
The Spiritual Mind or Self or Soul is the Authentic Self and 

waits to empower you to be the best you possible. It wants 

you to evolve to an awareness of oneness, peace, and joy. 

It is the self of Maslow’s Self-Actualization. The mission on this 

earth is not form but living an authentic spiritual existence 
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in this abundant world. 
 
Set aside time for the Operational Mind, wrestle control from 

the Ego and focus on the Spiritual Mind. Nullify the pain of 

the Ego – accept the pleasure and the pain and the fear as 

illusions - embrace them and they will not have control over 

you any longer. When the reward and punishment are no longer 

threats you are free to live as you wish. 
 
Listen to the Ego and understand what it wants – replace 

the desire for the operational success with spiritual success. 

Merge the Ego and the Spiritual Mind to lead a “spiritual 

operational life”. Focus on the connecting to the spirit and 

the reformation of the Ego to create spiritual connected values 

that are not form based. 
 
Take a hard look at the rewards and punishments used by the 

Ego and determine if they really are worthy of following or fearing. 

Accept all fear, punishment, rewards, and situations and focus on 

having the Spiritual Mind become the focal point for your evaluation. 

 
NOE 3.9.08 7:50 AM 

 

  I recorded this meditation note on a Sunday morning in March or 2008 and I 

remember how I seemed to be transcribing for a long time and wondered when it 

would stop. This was the 24th note  I recorded and I had still not told Ann that I was 

receiving and recording these communications in fear that she would think I was mad. 

But here I sat with four pages of what I considered dictation talking about the mind and 

the need to control it. I still wondered where this was coming from and if I was self-

creating this I certainly had an over active subconscious. I was attending Unity Church 

In Fredericksburg at the time and coming up to speed with New Thought concepts and 

had been reading Eckhart Tolle’s The Power of Now so I had some frame of 

reference. I would record the meditation guidance and frankly not refer to it again for 

over a year. 
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 For our purposes in accomplishing “Local Mind Control” it is essential to 

understand this cast of “mind characters” being referenced and their roles in the 

pursuit of our spiritual enlightenment before we move on. Let’s review the cast and get 

to know them fully - comprehending their impact on our ability to control our 

consciousness. 

 
Operational Mind – the day to day functioning mind we use to get us up in the 

morning, keep us moving, plan and do our work, socially interact, achieve our goals 

and basically live. 

 
The Ego – is really the taskmaster, the motivator, the critic, the enforcer ensuring sure 

though conditioning our Operational Mind that we get what we need to succeed and 

survive. It is the voice in our head that is rarely pleased – prodding us on to do better, 

to get ahead - make our mark – get our share of limited resources. It is the collective 

authoritative self – which knows what must be done and how to do it even if it means 

our ultimate destruction. The ego will use pleasure, pain or fear to accomplish its 

agenda for us,  often taking on a life of its own and willing to do anything to succeed. 

 
The Spiritual Mind - it is our divine self, our soul that is driving us to become who we 

were divinely meant to be, our true authentic self fully connected with God. It has great 

potential - but with little muscle to get us to pay attention - it often becomes most vocal 

just before - or after - we drive ourselves to destruction. 

 

 With this foundation let us go more in depth and explore our local 

consciousness and how we might control it more effectively. 

 
CONTROL OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

 
Over the endless centuries of evolution, the human nervous 

system has become so complex that it is now able to affect 

its own states…A person can make himself happy, or miserable, 

regardless of what is happening “outside,” just by changing 

the contents of consciousness. 
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        The quote listed above is from Dr. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s book Flow – The 

Psychology of Optimal Experience based on his extensive research with over 8,000 

subjects in multiple studies regarding their happiness, success, and peak experiences. 

In this book Dr. Csikzentmihalyi explains his work and offers a theory of optimal 

experience based on the concept of “Flow” which he describes “as the state in which 

people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience 

itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of 

doing it." Dr. Csikszentmihalyi goes on to state – “People who learn to control their 

inner experience will be able to determine the quality of their lives which is as close as 

any of us can come to being happy… it begins with achieving control over the contents 

of our consciousness." At its highest levels “Flow” is the process of achieving 

happiness through the control of one’s inner life. 

 Mind or consciousness control has been a major theme in my meditation 

communication over the past three years while commuting on the train. Each of us 

takes the information from our senses and forms an image in our minds based on our 

individual interpretations of this sensory reality. These interpretations are a result of 

our societal conditioning or indoctrination - including our family values, culture, 

opinions, and beliefs about the world. These interpretations are impacted by our 

perceptions or misperceptions of ourselves and of the world. 

 We see the world as we have been taught to see it. A unique way of looking at 

this is that we learn to dream a societal dream as outlined by Don Miguel Ruiz in his 

classic book The Four Agreements – A Toltec Wisdom Book which summarizes the 

key teachings of the ancient Mexican shamans known as the Toltec’s who taught – 

“humans who live before us teach us how to dream the way society dreams… we 

learn how to behave, what is acceptable and not acceptable…what is good and what 

is bad." 

 The power we have to interpret our consciousness and override the reality of 

our own senses is enormous. At the same time the destructive forces of our ego can 

turn a neutral or even positive experience into a nightmare. Examples of those who 

have grown stronger from adversity always amaze us, as well as those who go down 

in misery while living in paradise. The goal of my meditation guidance and all of New 

Thought has been to teach one simple lesson - we all have the power to interpret our 
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reality and frame our consciousness for our greater good, and the greater good of all 

humankind. This is clearly exhibited in the following Meditation Guidance. 

 
                                   AS YOU SEE IT 

 
All of this, life is as you see it, is all subject to your interpretation. 

If you see happiness, life is happy. If you see misery, life is 

miserable. All subject to your interpretation and definition. 

Sentient life – conscious existence - can only be lived and 

experienced through the framework of your mind and perception. 

 
Change the perception and interpretation and you impact the 

thinking involved and your emotional response. The challenge 

lies in the fact that the mind with its penchant for negative creative 

thought – framing the worst case scenario - is at the center of the 

interpretation. This mind could and does interpret a neutral reality 

into a potential nightmare. 

 
The Spiritual Mind – your divine mind within you – your Soul – 

is available to call you back to reason and see the completeness 

and wonder in each event – good or bad. Work to see your life 

and the subsequent unfolding events as gifts from God. If possible 

fully accept the learning experience of each event and situation. 

 
Work on positive interpretations of your perceived reality – 

for all of life is as you see it - see joy, feel joy, and you experience 

joy, or – see happiness, feel happiness, and you experience 

happiness. The more your Spiritual or Divine Mind controls this 

interpretation the more at peace you will be – and as a result the 

more authentic, real, and purposeful your interpretation. 
 
NOE 10.8.09 7:25 AM 

 

         My Meditation Guidance over the years commuting and connecting with God on 

the train has stressed this theme of our lives being a direct reflection of our thinking 

and of our ability to control our minds in a positive manner. As you can see from the 

blog post I would like to share below I have often struggled with this message. 
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MERELY A REFLECTION - MEDITATION GUIDANCE – 

DAILY POST ON ENLIGHTENMENT - 1.5.11 

 
I received this Meditation Guidance during a very difficult time at work when I could 

not understand why it was happening to me. The answer I received seems to 

underscore the role we all play in the creation of our own lives. Simply put - we are 

writing the script, directing, and starring in the movie we are now living. To change our 

lives we need to revise the script and live a better movie. 

 
                     MERELY A REFLECTION 

 
Today, now, stop and realize that your life is merely 

a reflection of your own mind created by your 

thoughts and emotional energy. Your desires – 

through thought are manifested for you in creative 

union with God. 

 
Understand God does not override free will and in 

the infinite goodness of spirit only wants to give you 

what you reflect on – God does not judge the creative 

process but cooperates. 

 
Know now, today you are both the author and 

protagonist of this drama unfolding before you. 

God has no vested interest in the story other than to 

assist in its creation. Change the script erupting 

from your thoughts – redirect the plot and the 

reflection will change. You and only you have this 

power – this central force. 

 
You may ask why am I suffering and I would say 

you are thinking, feeling, and living suffering and 

God - with the infinite spirit of God and grace – 

is co-creating with you. God has given you the 

Law of Mind Action – the Creative Mind - the 
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Law of Attraction without editorial control – 

without censorship since you have and have been 

based in free will. So ask and truly believe – 

God is giving thought - by- thought – interpretation – 

by- interpretation – unedited –uncensored. 

Look at the reflection of your mind as portrayed in 

your life and ask why this story may be important to you. 

What does it reflect about the vision of your life – what 

theme does it suggest? For in the plot and subplots you 

may find the answer. 

 
You must work to recapture your mind and control 

your ego and your fears that are preparing you for 

the worse and as a result helping to manifest it in 

your story. Fear – lack of faith in positive outcomes – 

or belief in a negative one must be understood and reframed. 

 
Today, sit and think and draft the reflection you would 

like to be manifesting – build the affirmations to support 

this reflection and think a new life! 

 
NOE 1.30.10 10:00AM 

 

         You may be wondering, if we truly have the power to override this consciousness 

and frame our lives, how do I start when at times my thinking seems to be out of 

control. To accomplish this we need to fully understand how to navigate our own 

thinking. 

 

NAVIGATING OUR OWN THOUGHTS 
 
They are forever free who renounce all selfish desire 

and break away from the ego - cage of “I’, “me”, and 

“mine” to be united with the Lord. 

   The Bhagavad Gita – Translated by Eknath Easwaran 
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         Control of consciousness is not easily accomplished, if it were we would have a 

world of peace and plenty. Instead it takes effort to navigate through our own thoughts, 

filtering them and learning to listen to the constructive rather than the destructive 

guidance. To fully understand the complexity of this mind control endeavor we need to 

address the central underlying component of consciousness - “Psychic Entropy”. The 

truth is that our thinking, our consciousness, is not ordered and logical but when left on 

its own it quickly becomes chaotic and negative. To help us understand the normal 

state of our minds I will introduce the term “Entropy” which Webster defines as “a 

process of degeneration marked variously by increasing degrees of uncertainty, 

disorder, fragmentation, and chaos”. Dr. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi in his book Flow 

theorizes that “Entropy is the normal state of consciousness – a condition that is 

neither useful or enjoyable… the normal state of the mind is chaos." 

 For the most part we all avoid much of this “Psychic Entropy” or mental 

confusion because of our culturally defined roles, which structure our work and home 

life activities and thinking - clearly defining our thoughts. So for the majority of our day 

we are simply and luckily living on automatic pilot. It is when the day is done and we 

are left alone without any demands the basic disorder of the mind reveals itself. 

 
With nothing to do, it begins to follow random patterns, usually 

stopping at something painful or disturbing. Unless a person 

knows how to give order to his or her thoughts, attention 

will be attracted to whatever is problematic at the moment. 

 

         Dr. Csikszentmihalyi goes on to suggest that people are eager to avoid this 

condition and fill their heads with whatever information is readily available, for many 

television is the main source of stimulation that easily structures their attention and 

avoids this Psychic Entropy, but adds little to their enjoyment and development. Some 

would ask - how am I to know if I am listening to my ego or my divine guidance when 

my head is filled with an endless loop of confusion? I would suggest writing down what 

you are thinking and you will know in short order what aspect of yourself is talking. 

First the endless loop of chatter that provides the annoying verbal soundtrack of our 

minds stems from the activity of a handful of cells left over from the days when we 

were always at risk, so the role of these hyper vigilant cells is to point out danger on 
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the horizon running through a list of potential and even fictitious scenarios to keep us 

posted and alert. 

 The domain of the ego is to ensure we come out on top getting our share or the 

perceived limited resources available. The ego is adept at using the missteps and sins 

of the past and the fears and potential pitfalls of the future, or surprisingly at times, 

even the positive future possibilities if only we are able to make a few minor (usually 

major) adjustments now. By recording the endless loop of advice you will become 

aware of a neurotic stream of consciousness working both positive and negative 

reinforcement to mold your behavior. Notice the ego does not function well when you 

start to meditate and practice mindfulness and establish yourself in the present. We 

will fully discuss how you can use these mindfulness techniques to your advantage 

shortly. 

 I find myself most vulnerable to ego control and/or Psychic Entropy when I am 

tired, frustrated, and/or disappointed with my life,  or when my defenses are not well 

fortified such as when waking up in the morning. I often wake up to a series of major 

issues in my life that my ego feels I have not properly addressed or attended to along 

with a list potential problems for the day - usually courtesy of the entropy. I feel in one 

sense it is the entropy that highlights the problem with the ego taking over to 

interrogate me regarding the resolution - letting me know the negative consequence of 

not resolving these issues quickly. In the past I have gotten caught up answering the 

what if questions of my early morning interrogator, now instead I Golden Key each 

issue asking for God to handle it, focus on my breathing, or center my thinking on 

positive aspects of my life. When I am not successful I get up immediately and start 

my day. 

 One such morning, Tuesday February 24, 2009 when I had obviously not been 

successful with managing my ego, I was offered the following meditation guidance 

during my morning commute on the train to assist me with regaining my balance. 

 

                                   WHERE ARE YOU? 
 
You are fighting a war with your negative mind centered in 

the ego. You are back again rethinking, judging, determining, 

and feeding perceptions and the pain - body. You are in a pit 
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and you need to mentally climb out and find hope and enthusiasm. 

If you are angry – scream. If you are sad then cry. If you are 

confused seek clarity. You are no longer on the path – 

you are filling up with fear and self-criticism and you must 

return to love and self-acceptance. 
 
Go inside and try to understand the emotions that are leading 

you in this direction. Ask what it is that you need, what is it that 

you want. Try to rest for with rest comes strength. Be gentle 

with yourself and loving. 
 
You do not need to meet others expectations – stop trying to 

please and instead seek your own pleasure – your own needs 

and wants. Rest and reflect. There is no need for perfection. 

Accept the flow of energy and look for enthusiasm. Move out 

of depression and into the joy. 
 
 NOE 2.24.09  

 

It is clear I was not doing well on this morning commute. As you can see this is 

definitely advice from my Spiritual Mind, divinely connected, not my Ego. Notice the 

advice and its positive and loving guidance trying to revive me and bring me back to 

life. 

 The question we must ask and answer is this, why is controlling our minds and 

escaping this Psychic Entropy so important? Likewise, is it even possible to break 

what appears to be our hardwired propensity for negative thought? The Meditation 

Guidance below titled Reset Your Mind answers both questions and highlights our 

upcoming discussion on mind control approaches and techniques. 

 

   RESET YOUR MIND 
 
Reset your mind for success and understand that your negative – 

fear laden thoughts – through the Law of Attraction and Mind 

Action will be reflected in your life. This is the process of 

co-creation and manifestation. Since you are investing strong 

emotions in your negative perspective you speed the process – 
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for what is manifested with strong emotion is surely received 

when presented by the Universe. 
 
To break this cycle you must reflect on positive, successful, 

fulfilling, and meaningful outcomes seeing these as possible 

and expected. Expect good with strong emotion and you will 

attract and receive this good. This takes constant vigilance in 

thought, action, and reflection. Reflect on the negative past, 

the foibles of another time and the universe will bring this 

past back to you. 
 
Remember God, through the Law wants to manifest your 

strongly held desires and does not analyze, judge, or critique. 

Remember Jesus’ words – “Ask and You Shall Receive." 

So right now you need to re-frame every thought into positive 

aspects – fully supported by strong emotions - and you will 

begin to re-frame the reflection of your mind, which is “Reality”, 

into a positive force for success and abundance. 
 
All of this is within your scope and your power 

as you recreate your life. 
 

NOE 4.9.10 7:35 AM 

 

MEET YOUR PAIN - BODY 
 

         You will notice a reference to my “Pain - Body” in the Meditation Guidance above 

titled Where Are You? – a term introduced by Eckhart Tolle, spiritualist and best-

selling author of The Power Of Now and The New Earth who I have referenced in 

Chapter Seven – New Thought Yesterday and Today regarding his ground breaking 

internet sessions with Oprah Winfrey. The pain - body is the collective manifestation of 

all the pain, misery, and sorrow a person has ever gone through in their entire life. 

Added to this is the inherited pain from a person’s culture and family. Using the Toltec 

approach regarding the passing of the societal dream we spoke of earlier, the Toltec’s 
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would say that we have learned to dream the dream of the collective pain of our 

people, culture, religion, or nation. 

  Eckhart Tolle goes on to explain that our pain - bodies exist just beneath the 

surface of our consciousness and when connected through loss of hope, depression, 

or an intense negative situation it literally moves in to take over our consciousness. 

The personality of the pain - body is all negative, misery driven and feeds on 

increasing its store of pain rather than lessening it. The pain - body when it is in control 

is often like the drunk in a bar looking for a fight who seems to enjoy having the life 

kicked out of him. In fact, pain-bodies are like pain vampires who thrive on more pain - 

gaining energy from destruction and becoming stronger. The amount of pain you are 

carrying depends on the amount of pain you have been subjected to in life. Tolle says 

that when our wonderful lover turns mean and cruel for no reason we are meeting their 

pain - body. 

 Having survived a difficult childhood I am extra cautious when my pain - body 

surfaces and have been able to push it back down with a good nights sleep. Ann says 

my entire facial expression changes, my brow furrows, and my smile disappears as all 

the world becomes extremely negative and hopeless for me. Although I know when I 

have slipped into my pain - body, it takes focused positive mental effort to get out. Ann 

and I can recognize each other’s descent and when we resurface in a pain state we 

will tell the other that they slipped into their pain - body. 

 I believe those who are clinically depressed or self-destructive have been 

captured by their pain - body and cannot get out until it is too late, usually when the 

crime or life destruction has taken place. I can only imagine the amount of crime that is 

the direct result of this phenomenon resulting in a puzzled Defense Attorney making a 

point that the defendant was not himself or herself when committing the act. 

Collectively whole nations have slipped into their collective pain - body and like Nazi 

Germany have used it to create hell on earth. I implore you to get to know your pain - 

body and do everything possible to keep it in check and diffuse it in your life. 

 To mange my pain - body I use the Sedona Method releasing techniques 

formulated by Hale Dwoskin and fully explained in his book – The Sedona Method - of 

the same name that I discussed in Chapter Three under the section Releasing Your 

Resistance. This is an excellent method for releasing your pain - body or any 
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unwanted emotion or feeling on a daily basis,  or when you realize you are being 

impacted. I also strongly encourage you to read Eckhart Tolle’s excellent handling of 

this pain - body concept in his books The Power Of Now and The New Earth. Here is 

my poetic interpretation of my pain - body, which, I think brings home the point and 

offers an approach for releasing it through love. 

 
                           MY PAIN - BODY 

 

I struggle with the body of pain, the memories of agony, 

       anxiety, grief, fear and the cries of a lost child. 

This pain - body is enormous - built limb by limb, 

        trauma by trauma, insult by insult into a sculpture 

of wailing moments, experienced not forgotten – 

        alive and hungry for more.  

 

I have pretended that the pain - body does not exist, 

        worked my consciousness around it, 

carried out the tasks of life while handling it like an 

        overstuffed trunk. The pain - body has never gone away – 

it inflicts each breath and like a parasite sucks 

        joy and enthusiasm from all life. 

 

All else is crowded into the corner while the pain - body 

        expands – day in day out – it deflates the consciousness, 

distorts, warps - each moment demanding – this tapeworm 

        grows and feeds on the soul.  

 

It is time to deflate this illusion of past memories – 

        step behind the Wizard of Oz Pain - body and let my 

consciousness take charge – comfort the lost boy – 

        and release this pain. 

  

How do I proceed? Moving into the pain only feeds the beast? 

        I face the pain, accept it as a living entity and focus on 

releasing it – piece-by-piece – chunk-by-chunk. 
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I will make it malleable through focusing on all things positive. 

I will lead with love and kindness and release. 

 
         Poem 12.14.07 

 
MIND CONTROL APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES 

 
 

At this point you may be thinking, so George on the road to enlightenment I need to 

master my Psychic Entropy, my Ego, and my Pain - Body. I would say, yes, your right 

it is a challenge but I believe it is doable if we use the right tools and approaches. Dr. 

Csikszentmihalyi not only isolates the problem but his research provides some 

practical methods for obtaining happiness through mind control. Likewise the New 

Thought community, after two hundred years of wrestling with this problem, has 

developed a chest full of positive tools to assist.  Added to this is that many of the 

more established religious practices such as Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism have 

been focused on obtaining Mindfulness and Ego control for centuries. Lastly this book 

in its entirety is primarily a guide to obtaining mind control and living an enlightened life 

by developing a direct connection with God. I will touch on some of these techniques 

within this chapter and Chapter Eleven that follows and will elaborate on the major 

topics as we proceed through Part Two – The Message. 

  

    The Flow Approach 
 

To overcome the mental chaos associated with Psychic Entropy, the Flow research 

directs us to structure the mind with higher level activities that will occupy our time, 

help us grow, and allow us to get the most out of lives; such as, lifelong learning, 

creative arts, games, social service, languages, reading, and the simple art of 

conversation. The Flow research offers some unique and surprisingly simple but 

effective approaches to bring order to chaotic consciousness such as “daydreaming – 

playing out a sequence of events as mental images." Daydreaming creates emotional 

order, allows us to imagine different outcomes, and work out emotional issues. As we 
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will see daydreaming could easily be tailored to conform to New Thought envisioning 

that we will discuss in Chapter Eleven.  

  As useful as these techniques may be in dealing with the day-to-day avoidance 

of chaos and refocusing negative thoughts, Csikszentmihalyi suggests an additional 

major step in the control on consciousness is necessary. We need to turn our lives into 

a unified “Flow” experience by living with clear objectives, clear rules of action, thus 

becoming involved and being proficient. To do this Flow research indicates that we 

need to give our lives meaning and purpose through a life goal or mission. 

        This ultimate goal must be compelling enough to order a lifetime’s worth of 

psychic energy. This ultimate goal gives our life meaning and brings order to the mind 

by integrating our actions into a perpetual Flow experience. Csikszentmihalyi goes on 

to say that people who find their lives meaningful have a goal that gives significance to 

their lives - they have achieved “purpose." As a result when an important goal is 

“pursued with resolution, the result is that harmony is brought to consciousness. 

Purpose, resolution, and harmony unify life and give it meaning – whoever realizes this 

state never really lacks anything else." 

        The spiritual guidance I have received while commuting on the train clearly 

supports this notion and indicates that as we discover and live our true authentic and 

purposeful spiritual lives we obtain peace, joy, love, happiness, and overall 

contentment – creating our own personal heaven on earth. An interesting note here is 

that Csikszentmihalyi explains this ultimate goal or purpose was in the past filled by a 

person’s faith and goes on to say that today: 

 
Many of us have to discover a goal that will give meaning 

to life on our own, without the help of a traditional faith. 

 

         It is the goal and purpose of my life to reintroduce faith through a personal 

connection and relationship with God as a compelling and viable alternative when 

selecting an ultimate goal. Later in Part Two - The Message I will fully clarify what I 

mean in a chapter focused on living an “authentic purposeful life”. 
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MINDFULNESS – LIVING IN THE PRESENT 
SPIRITUAL FLOW 

 
Life can be found only in the present moment. The past is gone,  

the future is not yet here, and if we do not go back to ourselves in 

the present moment, we cannot be in touch with life. 
                                                                              Thich Nhat Hanh 

 

Flow for the most part requires that we are completely present and focused in what we 

are striving to achieve. By doing so we control our minds and bring order to our 

consciousness.  Mindfulness is the practice of living in the present moment and is the 

center of Buddhist teachings, popularized most recently by Thich Nhat Hanh, Zen 

Buddhist Monk and popular author of You Are Here, Peace In Every Step, Living 

Buddha -  Living Christ,  and Zen Keys just to name a few of his books where he  

translates this key Buddhist concept which stresses the focus on the breath  and fully 

living in the present moment to clear the mind. 

 Likewise, Jon Kabat - Zinn, Pd.D  author of the more secular mindfulness guide 

Coming To Our Senses and Wherever You Go, There You Are has globalized and 

demystified the concept of mindfulness  bringing it to health care  settings with his 

landmark work at  the Stress Reduction Clinic and the Center for Mindfulness in 

Medicine, Health Care, and Society he founded at the University of Massachusetts 

Medical School. Eckhart Tolle has also popularized and applied key mindfulness 

concepts in his groundbreaking work on living in the Now. 

 Mindfulness, what I consider to be spiritual Flow, has been at the center of my 

Meditation Guidance during my years connecting with God on the train, with God 

repeatedly nudging, encouraging, and finally directing me to understand the 

importance of focusing on the present to quiet my mind and nullify the demands of my 

ego. I have learned there is no better technique to find peace and mental quiet than to 

focus on my breathing and intently engage in what I am doing in the present. Let us 

review my guidance on the use of mindfulness. 
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                                                          PRESENCE  

 

  Presence of mind, body, spirit and emotion – total – complete 

  presence in all life – in your actions, in your thoughts, in your  

  spiritual growth. To be present is to be living in the “now” 

  moment – here and now – focused on the life that you are  

  within – immersed in – living in – the moment surrounding  

  each breath, each heart beat in real time, now time. 

 

  Presence of mind is where you are clearly thinking thought 

  that is now centered – reflective and centered on life 

  unfolding in the “present” – not the past or even the  

  recent past but this moment captured in your senses now. 

 

  Presence of mind is a mind not living in the future – the  

  potential moment – the next moment – but centered in the  

  existing moment. 

 

  Presence of spirit enables you to connect to God who only  

  is in the present moment – fully powerful in the creative  

  moment – where all growth, creativity, and evolution occurs.  

           In this present moment infinite mind, infinite being, infinite  

   guidance exists waiting to connect and assist you with  

  obtaining your full potential and life. 

 

  Focus on fully engaging in the present – the now – this  

  moment – the only moment and find all life - all of god - 

  all the energy of existence. 

 
  NOE 9.29.09 6:55 AM 

    

The guidance instructs us that being focused in the “now” not only helps us manage 

the turmoil in our minds but also is the clear pathway to God who only exists in the 

now, the present. My daily Affirmative Thoughts published on the blog have also been 

focused on the essential nature of mindfulness as shown below.  
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             PURSUING MINDFULNESS 
 
 
Let us focus our energies and attention on  

  pursuing mindfulness – the art of living  

and fully enjoying the present moment – 

  the “now” as it unfolds throughout  

the day, living  within the present – alive – 

   engaged and attentive. 
 
 
Let us keep our minds on the now –  

  the crest of the wave of life – 

always with the unfolding – not wasting  

  our energy or thoughts on what  

will happen next or critiquing what  

  has happened. 

 

Let us clear our minds of fears of the  

  future or the “what if ” of the past  

and find abundance and fulfillment  

  in the joy of the present where God  

is waiting for us along with all the  

  good of life. 

 

Let us live within this mindfulness  

  as Buddha taught and end all  

suffering, focusing on our breath  

  to bring us back when our mind  

strays into the past or the future. 

 

Let us be mindful – live this now – 

              and be refreshed! 
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Mindfulness has of course been a major topic of the Finding God On The Train  

blog and I would like to republish two of my favorite posts regarding mindfulness.  

 

PERFECT MOMENT NOW - MEDITATION GUIDANCE – 

DAILY POST ON ENLIGHTENMENT - 1.5.11 

 
 
Let us continue on with this week’s discussion of the Now and its central role in 

enlightenment. Jesus introduced the world to loving kindness and a personal 

connection to God but Buddha introduced the world to mindfulness – being completely 

alive in the present moment. I would like to start with a Meditation Note that I feel 

combines both approaches with a New Thought perspective that we are most likely to 

find God and ourselves in the Now. 

 
 

 
                PERFECT MOMENT NOW 
 
Come to God in this moment – the perfect moment  

Now – this moment coupled with each breath –  

clear – untarnished –a clean seed for life to grow  

and develop.  
 
Hold this in your mind - a portal – a connection to  

infinite divine love – divine mind – and know this  

is where God is waiting – in this perfect moment – 

this Now within each beat of your heart and breath  

of your lungs. 
 
Connect with this moment and savor its beauty –  

its texture – its willingness to be co-created into  

any joy, any emotion, any experience you wish  

to create. Practice living in this moment – 

mindful – and clear minded of each sense,  

each breath, each emotion. 
 
Hold this jewel – this crystal perfection in your 
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soul and look deeply into its reflection and you  

will see God – the divinity within you – smiling and  

ready to move towards your heaven on earth. 

See the face of God in the crystal jewel of this  

clear moment and stay with it always. 
 
The past is just a memory – disturbed – the future 

a premise – equally distorted by a frightened mind –  

only Now – in Now – with Now will you truly find  

the way and the light and the divine. Seek not in  

the tombs of the past or the dreams of the future – 

seek only in the perfect moment – Now. 

 
 NOE 3.7.10 9:50 AM 

 

 

 

HOLLOW MIND - MEDITATION GUIDANCE – 

DAILY POST ON ENLIGHTENMENT – 3.9.10 

 

The Hollow Mind is one of my favorite meditation notes from early in 2008 and now 

that I compare it to the Perfect Moment Now from yesterday’s post - the result of a 

recent meditation, I realize the message has remained consistent over the past two 

years.  To be mindful and live in the “now” we need to clear out the noise in our minds 

and focus on our breathing. As we all know this is easier said then done. But whether 

we can accomplish this for ten minutes or for ten hours we take a giant step towards 

connecting with our spiritual selves. This week I am making a special effort to return to 

the Hollow Mind. 

 

 
                            HOLLOW MIND  
 
 
The hollow mind contains the spiritual universe.  

Clear out the thought – the mantra of a disturbed  

reality – clear out  the fear of a morbid past or a  
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perceived consequence of the future. Clear the mind  

and you clear the soul. Attain the hollow mind –  

open – expansive – a blank slate of humanity –  

for here is the gateway to infinity – all-knowing – 

the divine nature within. 
 
Clear out the noise, the chirp of the forgotten child,  

the fear of past cruel masters – clear out the debris  

of physical want and make your mind hollow. Focus  

on your breathing to turn off the constant verbal  

barrage of the ego and the world  indoctrination.  
 
Clear out the noise –make the mind hollow. 

And in the hollow mind meet the universe of all  

connection – the portal to all enlightenment.  

Connect and reach for the vision of the Heartlight –  

pure – thoughtless – all knowing connection of  

spiritual love and kindness. 
 
The hollow mind does not come easy. The senses  

and the insane thoughts seem to fill it up with the  

debris of the past. You must work to focus your  

attention on the now that requires no thoughts –  

no reasoning. Avoid the false logic of the ego which  

lives to move you from the path. 
 
The hollow mind is an empty vessel with infinite  

capacity to experience the fullness and rich texture 

of life. 

 

The hollow mind contains the infinite spiritual  

universe and the connection to the divinity in  

you and beyond you. The presence of Source,  

God, all positive creation. 
  
NOE 2.3.08 10:00AM 
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 Mindfulness is not simply a tool for the control of consciousness, but as the 

Meditation Guidance above suggests,  it is our connection point for the divine and our 

portal to the universal mind or nonlocal consciousness. As we have discussed, this is 

true because when we enter a mindful  state - through focusing our attention on the 

present - the ego is nullified and cleared away temporarily. This state is what I call - 

Spiritual Flow – and  is a major element of enlightenment as Buddha discovered 2500 

year ago. Buddha through years of meditation and practice obtained complete mind 

control through a permanent state of mindfulness; no past, no future, no ego - just the 

infinite now; conquering the mind and residing in a permanent state of Flow.  

 I would like to end this discussion on Mindfulness with the Meditation Guidance, 

Grace Within The Now offered below,  which covers the ground we have discussed 

but highlights the importance of living in the now for actual co-creation with God,   

which we will discuss in depth in the upcoming chapters. This is where you are aligned 

with spirit and open to receive through the Law Of Mind Action or Attraction.   

                       

                    GRACE WITHIN THE NOW 

 

The grace of God is in this moment now – in this sliver  

of present where each breath is newly formed and  

delivered into the world. In this moment where the  

thought of movement becomes movement.  
 
In the space of a clear mind alive in the present now  

God waits knowing we must work to shake off the  

exploits of the ego – that focuses our  attention on 

the what ifs and the projections of a crisis ahead.  

Clear the ego – clear the mind and focus on meeting  

God in this space of now – the material of the universe –  

alive  and energized in the moment.  
 
The grace of God – the abundance of God – the co-creation 

of God happens in this place of centered nowness –  

all you have asked waits for you to align to this place  

in spirit – and there all you have asked for waits.  
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This is the place where the ego is made silent by the  

sound of the breath in celebration – it cannot exist  

in the clarity of this now – for real truth is alive here  

with the grace of God – the God within waits for you  

to find the channel – to find the connection unhindered  

by the static of the ego. 
 
Be and live fresh in the now through mindfulness and  

focus on the breath. Practice, practice with each moment  

of life until you exist unhindered – in this moment.  

Then the grace of God will meet you in this moment with   

all you have co-created – with your manifested abundance. 
 
NOE 7.24.10 7:24AM  

 
The eastern religions especially Hinduism, Buddhism, and Taoism have added other 

components to mindfulness to enhance our ability to wrench control from our ego’s 

and reduce the turmoil in our minds - thus controlling our local consciousness to obtain 

Flow and a lasting connection with God. These include meditation, radical acceptance, 

and non-resistance all of which we will cover in depth in the upcoming Chapter tilted 

More Mind Control Approaches and Techniques.  

 
 

MIND CONTROL SEGUE 

 

 I would like to bring this discussion on Mind Control – Control Of 

Consciousness to a  break at this point to give us a breather before continuing our 

review  of a number of essential mind control approaches including:  meditation and 

prayer; acceptance and non-resistance; maintaining an “affirmative mental attitude”,  

along with a review of popular New Thought mind control approaches and techniques 

including: - the effective use of affirmations, envisioning or imagining, surrender, 

Golden Keying, and Gratitude.  

 But first let’s review some of the key discussion points so far regarding  Mind 

Control – Control Of Consciousness as we prepare to segue to Chapter Eleven.  
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1. Our ability to obtain Enlightenment – Heaven On Earth – living fully and 

authentically with joy, peace, love, and happiness as outlined in Chapter Nine 

hinges on the control of our personal consciousness by marshaling our thinking – 

and positively reframing our thoughts. 

 
2. The definition for personal consciousness is “the totality of one’s thoughts, feelings 

and impressions - conscious mind." 

 
3. The spirituality of enlightenment, as we have discussed, is all about 

consciousness - with the individual consciousness or mind connecting and 

interfacing with a universal consciousness or mind. 

 
4. The New Thought world over the past two hundred years has coined a variety of 

phrases in an attempt to label this universal consciousness; the best-known terms 

being Universal Mind, Divine Mind, Infinite Mind, Infinite Intelligence, Creative 

Mind, and God Consciousness. 

 
5. The scientific community, urged on from the research of Quantum Physics and the 

realities of medical science have begun to address the possibility of a Universal or 

Nonlocal Mind. Dr. Henry Margenau, distinguished retired Yale University 

Professor of Physics and Natural Philosophy conveys – “If my conclusions are 

correct, each individual is part of God or part of the Universal Mind.” 

 
6. Larry Dossey, M.D. - a fellow of the Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture and 

former Chief of Staff of Medical City Dallas Hospital - a  leader in the effort to 

investigate consciousness for the use of health and healing from a joint scientific 

and religious viewpoint outlines the extensive scientific research pointing to the 

existence of a “universal mind or consciousness” in his book Recovering the Soul. 

 
7. It is in periods of prayer, meditation, and silence that we are most likely to connect 

with and tap into the wisdom of this infinite universal consciousness through our 

local consciousness. 
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8. The meditation guidance presented supports Henry Margenau’s quote above 

proposing that “each of us is the Universal Mind” and obviously frames the 

connection of our local mind with the universal or nonlocal mind. 

 
9. The core purpose of this chapter was to learn about the mind and our local 

consciousness so we could harness the positive power of our minds rather than 

be harassed by it.  

 
10. The key message from the guidance has been the need to fully understand and 

control often competing components of our individual minds  - referred to as the 

Operational Mind, the Ego, and the Spiritual Mind. Mind control work centers on 

managing our ego and integrating its focus to assist with our operational and 

spiritual life efforts. 

 
11. The Spiritual Mind or Self or Soul is the Authentic Self and waits to empower us to 

be the best possible. It wants us to evolve to an awareness of oneness, peace, 

and joy. It is the self of Maslow’s Self-Actualization. 

 
12. We turned to the theory of positive consciousness conveyed in the work of Dr.             

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and outlined in his book titled  Flow – The Psychology of 

Optimal Experience.  We learned that at its highest levels “Flow” is the process of 

achieving happiness through the control of one’s inner life. 

 
13. Dr. Csikszentmihalyi goes on to state – “People who learn to control their inner   

experience will be able to determine the quality of their lives which is as close as 

any of us can come to being happy… it begins with achieving control over the 

contents of our consciousness." 

 

14. “Psychic Entropy” refers to the fact that our thinking, our consciousness, is not        

ordered and logical but when left on its own quickly becomes chaotic and 

negative. Flow research of happiness, success, and peak experiences offers us 

an approach for dealing with “Psychic Entropy” or mental confusion, so we can 

master of consciousness ensuring we obtain a state of Flow.  
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15. An ultimate goal gives our life meaning and brings order to the mind by integrating 

our actions into a perpetual Flow experience. Csikszentmihalyi goes on to say that 

people who find their lives meaningful have a goal that gives significance to their 

lives - they have achieved “purpose.   

                                                                                                                                   
16. We introduced the Pain - body which is the collective manifestation of all the pain, 

misery, and sorrow a person has ever gone through in their entire life. Added to 

this is the inherited pain from a person’s culture and family.  

 
17. The guidance instructs us that being focused in the “now” not only helps us 

manage the turmoil in our minds but also is the clear pathway to God who only 

exists in the now, the present.  

 
18. The pursuit of mindfulness, living in the present  was discussed in-depth.  When 

we enter a mindful  state - through focusing our attention on the present - the ego 

is nullified and cleared away temporarily. This state was referred to as - Spiritual 

Flow – and  is a major element of enlightenment.  

 
19. The goal of my meditation guidance and all of New Thought has been to teach 

one simple lesson - we all have the power to interpret our reality and frame our 

consciousness for our greater good, and the greater good of all humankind. 

   
 As we move on I would like to offer the following poetic meditation guidance 

providing additional insight into how our minds are impacted by and interact with the 

larger, grander - divine consciousness.  

 

                     

                  CONSCIOUS EXTENSION  

 

You are consciousness within a greater consciousness, 

a subset of a universal or God consciousness –  

the power and force of all eternal existence alive  

in its knowingness – immersed in its potential – 

more than alive – the edge of conception forming, 

becoming, rebeing – beating with a pulse of silent 
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thunder – breathing life in and out with waves of  

clear, fresh, fragrant, existence.  

 

You are the living essence of this consciousness – 

its voyager in the world, its experiencer,  

its sensor of consciousness alive –  

able to co-create, propagate, procreate more  

tentacles of conscious awareness – capable of  

extending and reforming the boundaries of  

perfect life alive. You are part of the flesh,  

the cells, the sentient fabric of God consciousness – 

an extender of God in form – a God all its own.  
 

NOE 7.7.2011 10:20 AM 

       

 

 
 


